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INTRODUCTION
LOW VISIBILITY AHEAD
Our theme for 2021, “Investing in the Age of Magic
Money”, was a clear roadbook for a constant procyclical positioning. We were overweight stocks and
underweight bonds, from January to December, with
only minor adjustments.
2022 should be different. Heated by the sun of a
vibrant recovery, the magic liquidity has started
to evaporate, turning into fog for investors. With
inflation surging, extraordinary monetary responses
come to an equally unprecedented and extraordinary
end. The hawkish turn from the Federal Reserve is
historical. 2022 should not only see an accelerated
tapering of asset purchases, but also rate hikes
and even, potentially, an outright reduction in the
central bank’s balance-sheet. This is not business
as usual.
Our central scenario of further progress towards
normality is not adverse. Economic growth
should decelerate but remain well above longterm trend. Humanity should live with a hopefully
weakening virus. Central banks will tighten, which
is unquestionably justified, but inflation should
partially abate. The issue is not in the backdrop. It
is in the fact that it is consensual, and already at
least partially reflected by elevated valuations and
optimistic positioning from investors. The upside
potential against our year-end fair values is positive
yet modest, while there is no shortage of concerns
to trigger unpredictable volatility episodes. The big
picture from high altitude is reasonably constructive,
but the ground visibility is poor.

We enter 2022 with less active positions than usual.
We remain underweight on safe, long-duration
bonds but would love to buy them back if interest
rates overshoot. We favour cash and alternatives and
are now neutral on developed market stocks. But
again, we would consider any material correction as
a potential buying opportunity.
We are happy to share more details in the following
pages, as well as our traditional look-back on last
year’s results. We are ready to navigate the risks and
opportunities of a year of low visibility.

Maurice Gravier
Chief Investment Officer

We thus expect a year of normal returns, with
abnormal volatility. Last year rewarded consistency,
this year should favour tactical reactivity over
proactivity. When the road is foggy, wisdom is not to
try to guess what lies ahead but to slow down and
prepare to adapt to what appears, meter by meter.
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OUR KEY CONVICTIONS AT A GLANCE
EXHIBIT 1: ASSET ALLOCATION - RECOMMENDED PORTFOLIO POSITIONING, AS OF JANUARY 2022.
ABSOLUTE (TAA - TACTICAL), AND RELATIVE (DEVIATION COMPARED TO SAA-STRATEGIC)

ASSET CLASS

CAUTIOUS

MODERATE

AGGRESSIVE

ABSOLUTE

RELATIVE

ABSOLUTE

RELATIVE

ABSOLUTE

RELATIVE

Cash

16.2

1.1

11.2

1.1

6.1

1.1

US Dollar cash

16.2

1.1

11.2

1.1

6.1

1.1

Fixed Income

47.3

(3.6)

36.3

(3.6)

20.2

(2.8)

Developed Mkts Gov. Bonds

14.3

(5.2)

6.2

(5.7)

0.0

(0.0)

Developed Mkts Inv. Grade

24.3

0.1

15.6

0.5

4.6

(3.4)

Developed Mkts High Yield

0.0

(0.0)

4.2

(0.0)

4.4

0.1

Emerging Mkts Debt

8.7

1.5

10.3

1.5

11.2

0.5

Equity

20.8

0.8

35.8

0.9

55.6

0.7

Developed Mkts Equity

14.8

0.0

19.6

0.0

32.4

(0.0)

Emerging Mkts Equity

6.0

0.8

16.2

0.8

23.2

0.7

Alternatives

15.7

1.7

16.7

1.7

18.1

1.0

Gold

3.5

(0.0)

4.0

(0.0)

4.8

(0.0)

Hedge Funds

8.9

1.4

8.4

1.4

9.3

1.0

Global Listed Real Estate

3.3

0.2

4.3

0.2

4.0

0.0

ASSET ALLOCATION AND PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

FIXED INCOME

>	
O verweight cash to prepare seizing future
opportunities

>	A year of differentiation, with persisting headwinds
for the most defensive segments

> Underweight the safest segments of fixed income

> We favour Emerging Market debt, with however
caution on duration risk

> Neutral stocks from Developed Markets, slightly
Overweight in Emerging Markets
> Overweight alternatives through Hedge Funds,
Neutral on Gold and Global Listed Real Estate

> We are prepared to be tactical to seize potential
rates opportunities

COMMODITIES
EQUITY
> Modest upside potential to our year-end fair
values in developed markets
> Better in emerging markets, with however higher
expected volatility
> Preferred countries are the US, the UAE and India

>	We expect Brent prices to average $68/b in 2022,
with risks leaning to the upside
> Rising real rates a headwind for Gold. Our yearend fair value is $1,700/oz

REAL ESTATE
>	We expect moderation ahead and recommend
selectivity in segments
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ECONOMIC CALENDAR
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

4th: US ISM Manufacturing

1st: US ISM Manufacturing

1st: US ISM Manufacturing

4th: UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

3rd: UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

3rd: UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

7th: US Payrolls

4th: US Payrolls

4th: US Payrolls

12 : US inflation (CPI)

10 : US inflation (CPI)

10th: US inflation (CPI)

14th: US Retail Sales

16th: US Retail Sales

16th: US Retail Sales

th

th

17th: China Quarterly GDP

16th: Fed FOMC meeting

26 : Fed FOMC meeting
th

27th: US Quarterly GDP
31st: Eurozone Quarterly GDP

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

1st: US ISM Manufacturing

2nd: US ISM Manufacturing

1st: US ISM Manufacturing

5 : UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

8 : UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

5th: UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

1st: US Payrolls

6th: US Payrolls

3rd: US Payrolls

12th: US inflation (CPI)

11th: US inflation (CPI)

10th: US inflation (CPI)

14 : US Retail Sales

17 : US Retail Sales

15th: US Retail Sales

18th: China Quarterly GDP

4th: Fed FOMC meeting

15th: Fed FOMC meeting

th

th

th

th

28 : US Quarterly GDP
th

29th: Eurozone Quarterly GDP

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

1st: US ISM Manufacturing

1st: US ISM Manufacturing

1st: US ISM Manufacturing

5 : UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

3 : UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

2nd: US Payrolls

8th: US Payrolls

5th: US Payrolls

5th: UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

13 : US inflation (CPI)

10 : US inflation (CPI)

13th: US inflation (CPI)

15th: China Quarterly GDP

17th: US Retail Sales

15th: US Retail Sales

th

th

rd

th

15th: US Retail Sales

21st: Fed FOMC meeting

27 : Fed FOMC meeting
th

28th: US Quarterly GDP
29th: Eurozone Quarterly GDP

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

3rd: US ISM Manufacturing

1st: US ISM Manufacturing

1st: US ISM Manufacturing

4th: UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

2nd: Fed FOMC meeting

2nd: US Payrolls

7 : US Payrolls

3 : UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

6th: UAE PMI (IHS Markit)

13th: US inflation (CPI)

4th: US Payrolls

13th: US inflation (CPI)

14th: US Retail Sales

10th: US inflation (CPI)

14th: Fed FOMC meeting

18 : China Quarterly GDP

16 : US Retail Sales

15th: US Retail Sales

th

th

rd

th

27th: US Quarterly GDP
31st: Eurozone Quarterly GDP
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THE YEAR THAT WAS
FINANCIAL MARKETS IN 2021
Global Listed Real Estate

-8.2

27.2
15.9

MSCI World (DM stocks)
Hedge Funds (index)

3.7

Developed Mkts High Yield

6.8
7.0

1.0
0.5
0.0

USD Cash
Emerging Mkts debt (USD)

6.5

-1.7

MSCI Emerging Mkts (EM stocks)

18.3

-2.5

Developed Mkts Credit

10.0

-3.2

Gold
Developed Gov. bonds

21.8

25.1

-3.6
9.5

-6.6

2020

2021

EXHIBIT 2 – ASSET CLASS 2021 TOTAL RETURN (US$ %) COMPARED TO 2020
The excellent returns of 2020 had surprised many
market participants, with all asset classes in the green.
While defensive assets benefitted from risk aversion,
cyclical markets had a boost from vaccines and policy
response, hitting an overall light positioning and
bearish sentiment.
If 2021 was also a positive year for investments, it
has been much more differentiating between asset
classes, reacting differently to the contrasted drivers
of a strong economic recovery.
The first half of the year was a spectacular illustration,
with a clear dichotomy between booming cyclical
assets on one side and underperforming defensive
assets on the other. The playbook was simple:
buy stocks and real estate, sell bonds and gold.
The former benefit from the recovery, while the
latter suffer from it, especially with rising inflation.
Nuances, and volatility, came in the third quarter,
with two threatening clouds forming in a previously
perfectly blue sky. First, the delta variant started
to spread much faster than expected, challenging
the outlook just when we thought we were out of
trouble. Second, central banks around the world
started to get explicit about the imminent beginning
of the end of extraordinary levels of asset purchases.
As Western economies remained open, financial
damages were limited and quarterly returns were
only slightly negative there. Emerging markets were a
different story: China’s authorities started an intense
regulatory crackdown on the private sector, from
technology to education, also including gaming or
6

real estate. The latter also saw additional pressure
from the meltdown of highly indebted developers,
led by Evergrande and their $300bn of liabilities.
China related stocks were severely sold off during
the summer.
Volatility remained the name of the game in the
fourth quarter. After a positive October, where
outstanding corporate earnings supported stock
markets, November ended with the shock of the
Omicron outbreak, triggering a sharp rise in risk
aversion. Defensive assets regained some color,
despite the US Federal Reserve officialising a shift
in tone: rising inflation was not “transitory” after all,
and a rapid tapering of asset purchases would start
imminently. December however ended well for most
markets; with the only exception of government
bonds from developed countries, all major asset
classes delivered positive returns. Apart from the
supportive seasonality, the dominant narrative
about the virus was that Omicron would not saturate
healthcare systems and trigger severe mobility
restrictions. The variant was extremely transmissible,
but less severe than Delta.
The jury remains out about the impact of Omicron
on the global economy. This is however how last year
ended: a strong 20%+ performance from developed
market stocks and listed real estate, benefitting from
the most vibrant areas of the economic recovery,
and a sea of red in defensive assets, down between
-2% and -7%, hit by rising inflation and fears of the
consequences of monetary tightening.
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

THE YEAR THAT WAS
A LOOK BACK ON OUR 2021 STRATEGIES
EXHIBIT 3: ASSET ALLOCATION – ENBD ASSET ALLOCATION PERFORMANCE, COMPARED TO GLOBAL COMPETITORS
2018
Cautious

Moderate

2020
Aggressive

Cautious

12.2

11.1

-2.0
-3.8

-4.3
-6.5

Moderate

-6.0

9.2

7.4

5.6

Cautious

Moderate

Aggressive
35.1

27.9

-9.0
Emirates NBD

Cumulative 2018-2021

Aggressive
13.5

Morningstar Category

Emirates NBD

Morningstar Category

31.6

23.8

24.1
15.5

2019
Cautious

11.3

Moderate
14.3 14.9

Aggressive
17.7 18.6

2021
Cautious

Moderate

11.7

10.3

7.3
2.4

Emirates NBD

Morningstar Category

Aggressive

3.1

7.6

4.2

Emirates NBD

ASSET ALLOCATION
We started 2021 with a reshuffled strategic asset
allocation (SAA), reflecting our stronger relative
conviction on emerging markets for the long run.
With regards to tactical asset allocation (TAA), we
implemented the largest overweight in equities
of our recent history, mostly funded by an also
record underweight in the safest segments of fixed
income. This active positioning was unchanged
until June. Expecting some volatility ahead, we then
reduced our overweight in stocks across regions and
reinvested most of the proceeds in hedge funds. We
also reduced gold from overweight to neutral after
its rebound. Following the quarterly reset of our
SAA at the end of Q3, we reconstituted a slight TAA
overweight on Emerging Market stocks in October.
We then decided to reallocate 1% from cash to gold
across profiles at the beginning of November, as we
thought that a scenario of lower growth with higher
inflation could be mulled by market participants.
We thus ended the year with a large underweight in
fixed income, especially the safest segments, and an
overweight in stocks with a tactical preference for
developed markets. We were marginally underweight
cash and overweight alternatives, through gold.
The respective performances of our cautious,
moderate, and aggressive profiles in 2021 have
been +2.4%, +4.2% and +7.6%, after the double digit
returns of 2020 (+11.1%, +12.2% and +13.5%). This
was better than our long-term SAA, validating our
tactical decisions. Compared to international peers
however, we gave back part of our spectacular 2020
outperformance, due to our capital preservation
objective which requires more weight in defensive
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

Emirates NBD

Morningstar Category

Morningstar Category

assets. We also held, and still hold, a larger allocation
to emerging markets than our competitors, a
strategic choice due to incomparably better longterm prospects. They however underperformed in
2021 and were detrimental to our performance.
EQUITY
We retained a successful preference for the US
within developed markets. Within EM, our constant
overweight in UAE stocks did extremely well. We began
with an overweight in Asia, which was detrimental,
but we went neutral in Q2 due to concerns about
China. With regards to sectors, we favoured a mix
of growth and cyclical sectors to achieve a balanced
exposure. Our lists of recommended securities
also did well overall: three out of our four model
portfolios outperformed their respective benchmark.
The exception was our technology portfolio, hit by
China’s regulatory changes.
FIXED INCOME
Our calls on asset allocation within the asset class
were right, with a material underweight in the most
defensive segments, to which we preferred EM debt
and high yield. We were active on the latter, tactically
switching from overweight to neutral. Our constant
caution on the direction of interest rates paid off,
especially at the end of the year. Our regional
preferences also did well with an outperformance
of both our DM and EM allocation model portfolios.
Finally, our list of recommended securities proved
resilient in an extraordinarily challenging year for
the asset class. Two out of our four model portfolios
outperformed their benchmark.
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LOW VISIBILITY AHEAD
THE KEY TACTICAL QUESTIONS OF 2022
For 2 years, the pandemic and the responses against
it have been the dominant driver for economies and
markets. The right investment strategy has been
to believe in the recovery and stick to a procyclical
positioning. Consistency worked.
2022 should transition to a more normal situation
on all fronts. Control over the virus should improve,
and as the economy reaches the “escape velocity”,
with higher inflation as a consequence, extraordinary
policy support comes to an end. This is not an adverse
backdrop, except for the fact that it is consensual,
and already priced-in by many market segments.
There are two consequences: expected returns are
low, and the probability of sudden volatility episodes
is high. We expect a year of low visibility and poor
risk-adjusted returns. Fortunately, every cloud, even
a dense fog, has a silver lining: volatility provides
opportunities to adjust and enhance potential
returns. We are prepared to be tactically active
around the following key questions.
Could COVID last forever?
While the earliest reports of a coronavirus occurred
a century ago, they are probably around for
millenaries. The Sars-cov-1 outbreak from 2003 was
severe but under control after 12 months. Sars-cov-2
is a different beast, with record numbers of infections
more than 2 years after its initial discovery in Wuhan.
We are still in a pandemic, and unfortunately, the
virus is unlikely to be totally eradicated.
When it comes to investment implications, the
emergence of new variants should remain a source
of volatility, but probably a fading one. What matters
is the economic impact. Our ability to deal with
Omicron looks like a potentially positive moment of
truth. The current wave dwarfs the previous ones,
but economies remain open. The virus will arguably
weaken and be managed like many other diseases,
with vaccines, and importantly treatments. If we
are wrong, policy responses would adapt to a lethal
breakout. We would probably consider adding risk in
such a situation, like we did in March 2020.
Are we entering a new era of inflation?
Inflation used to be boring for decades. Not anymore:
global prices rose dramatically last year. In the US,
the CPI year-on-year gain was 7%, a level not seen
since the 80s. In China, the factory-gate prices gained
11%. Where next?

8

The equation has two sides: too many dollars chasing
too few goods. We will see less magic dollars from
central banks in 2022, but as employment recovers
and wages rise, more hard earned ones from
economic activity. The consumer’s balance-sheet
is sound, with savings at the bank (or in the crypto
wallet). We thus don’t expect aggregated demand
to fade. It should however evolve from the buying
frenzy of goods, to more services as mobility is
restored. This should ease the pressure on global
supply chains. The good news there is that from
semiconductors to cars and logistics, the bottlenecks
have started to be fixed. Bottom-line, between fading
year-on-year base effects (including energy), the
normalisaton of supply chains, and a rebalancing of
demand for services, we expect inflation to gradually
abate to more historically normal levels. The path
however will be erratic. After the inflation denial of
2021, markets could exaggerate their prospects,
or fear a policy miscalculation. This would, and
hopefully will, provide a window of opportunity to
come back on safe, long-duration bonds. Let’s also
keep in mind that global public debt levels are stellar.
Central banks don’t like inflation, but they would fight
at all cost any risk of a financial crisis, especially if it
involves major sovereigns. This is why we believe that
nominal interest rates should be eventually capped,
and that opportunities are not far away.
Is China an adverse place for investors?
In November, China’s Communist Party passed the
third “historical resolution” in its 100-year history,
which stated that President Xi’s leadership is “of
decisive significance in advancing the historical
process of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese
nation”. His mission is to build a “modern socialist
country”. One of the two words sounds more
market-friendly than the other. Relentless regulatory
pressure, the meltdown of indebted real estate
developers, and risks of much tighter rules for
offshore listings shocked international investors and
hit Chinese stock markets hard in 2021.
No doubt, the priorities of China’s leadership matter
for investments. We think that their objective
embraces all aspects of being a superpower. It
includes strong financial markets, where we see
their priorities as follows: a reserve currency, a
trusted debt market, then a powerful stock market.
China’s stunning achievements have always relied
on disciplined planification. Stimulating growth
is the first step, as “common prosperity” requires
prosperity. Pressure could continue on the private
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

LOW VISIBILITY AHEAD
THE KEY TACTICAL QUESTIONS OF 2022
sector, with more efforts being dedicated to support
the currency and bonds, rather than stocks.
Practically speaking, it’s interesting for bonds,
including potentially in local currency. The good
news for stocks is that they are under owned and
attractively priced, due to material risks. They may be
a compelling candidate to gradually build long-term
positions during any material correction.
Will Big Tech keep dominating markets?
Year after year after year, tech outperforms. Over
10 years, the average annual return of the sector
has been 20%, which is twice the rest. Tech now
represents a fourth of the global market capitalisation
– like financials did in 2007.
There are fundamental reasons: unparalleled
earnings growth from innovation. But again, after
the boost from the pandemic driven “remote life”,
2022 could be challenging. First, the valuation assigns
a present value to long-term future cash flows. It is
sensitive to higher interest rates, and vulnerable to
rotation in favour of short-cycle segments. Being
widely held with material unrealised gains, tech is
also the first candidate to take profits or cover losses
elsewhere on a risk-off episode. Finally, they face
fundamental challenges. Regulatory scrutiny is only
intensifying over data usage, antitrust or privacy.

Business models are under pressure: margins from
the app stores, or competition from the extremely
promising but highly decentralised, crypto-powered
web 3.0. Disruptors can indeed be disrupted.
Bottom-line, it’s a serious concern. It’s time to
be selective, and probably to take partial profits.
Innovation-driven growth may be safer in healthcare
for the time being, and there may be great
opportunities to come back on the best companies
at a cheaper price in 2022.
What about crypto assets?
Blockchain is a revolution: cryptographic proof
and decentralised autonomous organisations are
empowering people in many aspects of their online
and offline lives. The scene is buoyant. It is also
complex, speculative, unregulated, and hazardous.
From an investment perspective, it’s still a jungle.
We tend to believe that it will end badly for 90% of
the current 200,000+ digital tokens living on various
chains. We do not advise on crypto assets yet and will
not before we have a robust rationale to discern the
long-term winners and estimate their fair value. In
the meantime, the trillions in crypto market cap are a
potential source of volatility for all markets. Just keep
in mind that the future is brightly disruptive, but that
the best investments in the web 1.0 were made after,
not during, the late 90s internet bubble.

COVID 19 - daily new conﬁrmed cases and
deaths per million people - global
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GLOBAL MACRO OUTLOOK
A SLOWER YET STILL STRONG GROWTH OUTLOOK
While the rapid spread of the Omicron variant of
Covid-19 through the final months of 2021 initially
prompted widespread concerns around the potential
impact on growth in 2022, that concern is slowly
turning to optimism that in fact this is the beginning
of the end of the pandemic. While the data is still
inconclusive, indications are that this variant, while
many times more transmissible, could be less deadly
than previous strains, especially for those who are
vaccinated. Extra booster shots provide still more
protection.
The expectation is now high that Covid’s power to
disrupt economies is waning, especially as many
countries start to cut the self-isolation time required
after a positive test. New variants may well yet
emerge, but the hope is that they will continue to
steadily weaken, and we do not at present expect
Omicron to prompt significant global growth forecast
downgrades for 2022, although the expansion will
likely be slower than last year. With many of the ‘easy
wins’ in terms of growth now achieved – more limited
restrictions compared to the first year of the virus
and following substantial 2020 contractions – global
growth in 2022 is set to be slower than last year.
The IMF is forecasting 4.4%, compared to its 2021
estimate of 5.9% (January projections).
US recovery slowing but still robust
The recovery in the US is set to continue, albeit
at a slower pace than seen in 2021. Consensus
projections are for 3.9% growth in 2022, compared to

an estimated 5.6% in 2021. Aside from the persistent
risks associated with new Covid-19 strains, other risks
to the outlook are presented by the ongoing issues
around supply chains, related higher inflation levels,
and plans by the Federal Reserve to tighten monetary
policy as it turns its attention from the labor market
to elevated price growth. The FOMC is betting that
with the recovery seen in the labor market over
recent months, the US economy is now in a strong
enough position to withstand higher rates, but a toohasty tightening could yet jeopardise the recovery
were it to be accompanied by a renewed Covid surge
and significantly less government spending than
anticipated. On the other hand, failure to get ahead
of inflation would have equally deleterious effects on
growth, especially if a wage-price spiral ensues.
Other DM majors will also see growth slow
Other developed markets are facing a similarly slower
2022, with growth expected to moderate in the UK,
Eurozone and Japan also. While Japanese inflation
has remained reliably low, European countries have
seen similar surges in price growth to those seen in
the US, and the squeeze on household incomes could
constrain consumption. This is especially the case
through the coming winter months as consumers
contend with much higher energy costs and large
numbers of Covid-19. Even those countries which
have opted not to implement new restrictions will
be impacted by Omicron, with UK Prime Minister
Boris Johnson cautioning that as much as 25% of
workforces could be forced to self-isolate.

GLOBAL GROWTH (%) WILL SLOW THIS YEAR

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
2021

2022
Global economy

Advanced economies

2023
Emerging markets

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, January, Emirates NBD
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GLOBAL MACRO OUTLOOK
A SLOWER YET STILL STRONG GROWTH OUTLOOK
Aside from higher prices and residual Covid-19
concerns, the issues facing Europe will be in large
part political. Brexit still carries significant risks to
growth as the UK and the EU face off over issues such
as fishing rights and in particular Northern Ireland
and related trading rules. Meanwhile, the outlook for
greater EU integration – and what this means for fiscal
spending in particular – is perhaps boosted following
the departure of Angela Merkel as Chancellor in
Germany. Newly appointed Chancellor Olaf Scholz
appears to align with the pro-integration policy of
French President Emmanuel Macron, and while
Macron faces elections himself in April, indications
currently are that he will secure a second term.
Emerging Markets face tougher global conditions
As 2022 begins, the outlook for many developing
countries is more precarious as compared to the
major developed markets. While the IMF predicts

2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

that EM growth will exceed that of DM in 2022 (4.8%
compared with 3.9%), much of this will be driven by
the giants China (one of the few major economies
to be loosening monetary policy at present after
a cut to the RRR in December), and India, which
is pursuing accommodative fiscal and monetary
policy. Many of the smaller emerging countries
will see growth under pressure not only from the
ongoing pandemic (with substantial proportions of
many countries, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa,
still unvaccinated), but also from tightening global
monetary conditions, something the IMF has urged
caution about. Many developing countries have
already started implementing rate hikes as they are
faced with dollar strength, rising commodity prices
and accelerating inflation, but even this might not be
enough to ensure ongoing investment inflows to the
level seen in recent years.
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REGIONAL MACRO OUTLOOK
FASTER ECONOMIC GROWTH AHEAD
Despite relatively tight fiscal policy, and some
external headwinds, we expect the GCC economies
to see faster growth in 2022 as they continue to build
on the progress made last year. Overall, we forecast
GDP growth in the GCC will accelerate to 5.1% on a
nominal GDP-weighted basis in 2022, with the oil and
gas sector contributing meaningfully to this faster
growth.
The recovery in the GCC economies gained
momentum in the second half of 2021 as travel
restrictions eased, tourism rebounded, and domestic
demand strengthened. Regional PMI surveys pointed
to an acceleration in non-oil sector growth in the UAE,
Saudi Arabia and Qatar, while the OPEC+ agreement
to gradually increase oil production from July
contributed to a recovery in the oil and gas sectors
as well.
Overall, we estimate GCC economies grew 2.3% in
2021 (on a nominal GDP-weighted basis) following a
contraction of -4.9% in 2020. The economic recovery in
the region last year was more gradual than the sharp
rebound in some of the major developed economies,
including the United States, partly due to the size of
the hydrocarbons sector and partly because direct
fiscal stimulus during the Covid-19 pandemic was
smaller relative to many other countries.

Last year GCC governments prioritised reduction
of budget deficits, which had widened sharply in
2020, rather than accelerating GDP growth through
increased spending. The recovery in oil prices last
year helped to narrow deficits, but governments also
remained committed to their tighter spending plans
and other fiscal reforms that had been introduced in
2020. GCC governments have focused on accelerating
the pace of structural reforms to attract private and
foreign investment and thereby support economic
growth over the medium term.
We expect this approach to continue in 2022. Saudi
Arabia, the region’s largest economy, has penciled in
a -6% decline in spending in the 2022 budget even as
revenue projections were increased. With Brent oil
forecast to average just under USD 70/b in 2022 and
GCC oil production expected to rise, we expect Saudi
Arabia, the UAE and Qatar to post budget surpluses
this year, while Oman and Bahrain are likely to see
their budget deficits narrow further.
Investment by government related entities and
sovereign wealth funds will remain a source of growth
in the GCC, even as direct budget spending may be
contained. And while global growth will slow this year
relative to 2021, it will likely remain supportive for the
region at 4.4%.

GCC GDP growth*
6.0

4.0

% Y/Y

2.0

0.0

-2.0

-4.0

-6.0

2018

2019

2020

2021E

2022F

2023F

*Nominal GDP-weighted average
Source: Haver Analytics, Emirates NBD Research
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REGIONAL MACRO OUTLOOK
FASTER ECONOMIC GROWTH AHEAD
While the outlook for 2022 remains broadly
constructive, there is still a high degree of
uncertainty especially with regards to the evolution
of the coronavirus pandemic. The recently identified
Omicron variant appears to be much more easily
transmitted and has led to a surge in Covid-19 cases
globally that far exceeds previous peaks. This has led
to renewed travel restrictions and lockdowns in some
countries, mainly in Europe and parts of Asia, which
will likely weigh on economic growth in the near term.
In the GCC, vaccination rates are relatively high – in
the UAE 99% of the population has received at least
one dose of a Covid-19 vaccine - and the population is
young. Consequently, we expect the GCC economies
to remain open with few restrictions on movement
and activity. Even if the current wave of Covid-19
infections weighs on service sectors (particularly
tourism and hospitality) in the near term, we expect
the impact on the broader economy will be limited.
Another potential risk to the outlook for 2022

2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

relates to the withdrawal of the exceptional stimulus
injected into the global economy in 2020 and 2021
which could lead to heightened volatility in financial
markets, and provide a further headwind to growth
in the GCC in the form of higher borrowing costs and
a stronger US dollar.
In our view however, the structural reforms
implemented over the last couple of years, along
with a much stronger fiscal position and recovering
domestic demand, will support growth in the GCC in
2022 and beyond. In the UAE, these reforms include
the expansion of longer-term residency visas to
broader categories of residents and new pathways
to citizenship, wide-ranging changes to personal and
labour laws, allowing 100% foreign ownership of
onshore companies and most recently, the decision
to align the UAE’s working week with that of major
economies. In Saudi Arabia, significant progress has
been made in tackling red tape, implementing wideranging social reforms and investing in infrastructure
to enable greater private sector investment and
participation in the economy.
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ASSET ALLOCATION
THE YEAR AHEAD
> Outlook for 2022 clouded by withdrawal of central bank liquidity
> Year should end in positive territory on resilient macroeconomic growth
> Government bonds sequential losers – prefer equities over credit
> Alternative assets to offer cushion against rising uncertainty
Last year witnessed a very strong performance in risk
assets with tailwinds in the form of unprecedented
policy support across the developed countries
far outweighing the Covid-related headwinds.
Transitioning into 2022, we should temper our
enthusiasm about future returns due to the
withdrawal of stimulus planned by the Federal
Reserve, the inevitable economic deceleration as the
cycle progresses, and higher inflation. We remain
constructive on the outlook for 2022, on consensus
projections of above-trend growth, although we
acknowledge that asset volatility will most likely be
shifting some notches higher. With these thoughts
in mind, we have maintained only a slightly procyclical tactical asset allocation across our portfolios,
overweight cash and heavily underweight defensive
fixed income, overweight EM equities, credit and
alternative assets. Stocks are preferred over credit,
which is expected to outperform government bonds.
Risk was slightly reduced already in September last
year, a rebalancing towards cheaper EM equities
followed in October, and in January DM equities, fully
valued, were reduced to neutral in favor of hedge
funds. This completed our change from significantly
risk-on portfolio tactical tilts, to a more nuanced
stance.

EXHIBIT 4: CURRENT EQUITY RISK PREMIUM
SUGGESTS EQUITIES STILL APPEALING VERSUS BONDS
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Although stock multiples are very high versus history,
the equity risk premium (exhibit. 4), a gauge of the
richness or cheapness of stocks versus bonds, is
still well in positive territory, which points to the
relative appeal of equities versus government bonds.
Historically, mid-single digit earnings growth has
proven enough for stocks to be able to deliver a
positive performance, and above-trend economic
growth in 2022 in the major DM countries is expected
to support earnings well beyond that minimal
requirement. We are slightly overweight EM stocks,
which retain in our view more upside from current
levels due to their cheaper multiples and the expected
Chinese recovery. A favorable bias across the whole
equity spectrum will be reinstated once markets have
digested the Fed’s new hawkish stance, which most
likely will spur bouts of volatility.
We maintain for now a reasonable allocation to credit,
although the asset class should at some point meet
air pockets. Significant and quick changes in yields
by definition increase treasury volatility, which in
turn negatively affects credit spreads (exhibit 5).
High-yielding bonds should be able to go through
this phase better than the safer credits, benefitting
more from strong growth than they are impacted by
higher yields. Exactly the opposite would happen to IG
credit, more sensitive to duration risk, we would then
expect in 2022 to be on average overweight HY bonds.
EM hard-currency debt is also sensitive to treasury
volatility and actually longer duration than DM highyielding credit, so the Fed’s tightening cycle should
offer buying opportunities.
The serial loser from the above scenario marked by
resilient growth, higher yields and persistent inflation
is the treasury asset class. The US Federal Reserve
announced the end of QE in November and released
projections of future policy rates in December, which
imply the beginning of monetary tightening in the
current year. Markets are starting to react, with the
10-year yield in the upper-end of its range and rising
real rates. Once the Fed starts tightening, if economic
growth remains above trend and inflation above
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THE YEAR AHEAD
EXHIBIT 5: HIGHER TREASURY VOLATILITY TO WEIGH ON CORPORATE SPREADS
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2-3%, Powell would be encouraged to continue with
hikes and markets to adjust expectations accordingly.
Both nominal and real yields seem to be too low,
and a more marked adjustment should occur once
the cumulative effect of the withdrawal of liquidity
starts to bite. In the process our fair value of 1.8%
for the 10-year yield could be exceeded to reach or
even rise past 2%, though we do not think for now in
a sustainable way. We expect to maintain our global
treasuries underweight, given the high beta of non-US
sovereigns to US bonds and considering the starting
level of longer-dated yields, while assessing whether
to scale it down based on how the tightening proceeds
– or even buy on any appealing yield opportunity.
As for alternative assets, in September and in January
we swapped some equity risk for hedge fund risk,
the former dependent on market direction, the latter
being more idiosyncratic i.e., manager specific. If the
year sees higher volatility, as we expect it will, then
we would also deem it likely that the overweight will
on average be maintained. Gold, moving inversely
with real rates, should remain under pressure until
investors have digested the tightening cycle. Unless
growth or inflation lose momentum and the market
perception of the future rate path changes, we would
see very limited upside for gold.
While we are comfortable with our positioning, we
also see a high level of uncertainty around the 2022
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base-case scenario of relatively well-behaved markets,
based on resilient growth supporting earnings,
inflation declining as the Federal Reserve withdraws
stimulus and global supply constraints unclogging.
The sheer size of the Fed’s balance sheet at almost
$8.8tn means that the pace of the tapering of the
asset purchases will have a big bearing on how fast
financial conditions tighten, having a larger impact on
longer-dated yields, equities and EM assets. Another
known unknown is inflation, which has become more
broad-based and is also demand-driven, so is unlikely
to subside significantly once supply constraints have
resolved. Persistent price pressures would be keeping
the Fed’s hawkish tone up, hence further weigh
on markets. Last but not least, China could pose a
deflationary risk, in case Beijing decided to remain in
management mode in the current slowdown phase,
rather than pull out all the stops to spur growth after
the prolonged period of tightening and regulatory
crackdowns in 2021. China trudging along rather than
recovering forcefully would be affecting the global
growth cycle, and possibly at a time when the Fed is
intensifying its fight against inflation.
Overall, though still constructive on markets, we hold
the view that this year will require more nimbleness
on the side of investors, as compared to 2021 where
one could more comfortably ride the liquidity wave
lifting all boats.
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ASSET ALLOCATION
THE LONG-TERM PICTURE
> The 60-40 equity-bond benchmark risks a lost decade ahead with muted returns
> Relative valuations point to equities still retaining appeal versus government bonds
> Hybrid asset classes and alternatives an appropriate replacement
TABLE 1: EMIRATES NBD LONG-TERM CAPITAL MARKET ASSUMPTIONS LAST UPDATED AT 2021-END

2021 - 10YR

Sharpe Ratio

Historical returns*

USD Cash

1.1%

-

1.8%

DM Government Bonds

1.7%

0.68

3.7%

DM Corporate IG

2.6%

0.41

5.0%

DM Corporate HY

4.4%

0.53

6.5%

EM $ Debt

5.2%

0.58

7.9%

DM Equity

5.8%

0.39

7.7%

EM Equity

8.1%

0.39

7.3%

Hedge Funds

3.8%

0.55

4.3%

Gold

3.4%

0.19

7.4%

Global Real Estate

6.1%

0.42

8.3%

* Total return since 12/31/1997, DM fixed income hedged into USD
Source: CIO Office quantitative models, Bloomberg

As a new year and a new decade begin, it is worth
trying to get a sneak-view into the not-so-proximate
future, and draw some conclusions as to whether
portfolios should change, or to an extent not be run in
the same way as before. To this end, we shall start by
discussing the merits of the traditional 60-40 portfolio,
60% equities and 40% long-dated treasuries, the
accepted benchmark for multi-asset investing. In our
view, the past returns of this important benchmark are
unlikely to be replicated in the future, hence investors
will have to ameliorate today’s dissatisfying starting
point via different asset class choices. The conclusion
is that, as the bond-equity diversification has less to
offer, increasing the allocation to income-generating
hybrids - sitting in between safe bonds and pure
equities – as well as to alternative assets, would be
enhancing expected returns. The CIO Office strategic
asset allocation has been built also on these premises,
hence represents in our view an optimal solution for
liquid investments.
Although the 60-40 US benchmark has returned high
20

single-digit compounded nominal returns since the
beginning of the 20th century, in practice one would be
more interested in shorter time frames like decades,
when at times secular bear markets, delivering muted
or no returns in real terms, wrecked wealth growth.
Historically, the Goldilocks times - when growth and
inflation were middling, neither too hot, nor too
cold - saw the highest equity-bond gains (exhibit 6),
otherwise if inflation was high, and/or growth low,
returns were below average. The post-Great-FinancialCrisis period was an instance of a Goldilocks regime,
with US growth and inflation around 2%, and aboveaverage equity-bond returns, while the stagflationary
70s were an example of a lost decade, with consistently
high inflation and disappointing growth.
Secular bull markets have historically been marked
by favorable starting points - usually lower valuations
and profit margins, and higher real rates. But repeated
bouts of conventional and unconventional monetary
easing, combined with low macroeconomic volatility
and inflation, have seen valuations skyrocket,
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

ASSET ALLOCATION
THE LONG-TERM PICTURE
margins expand, and real rates compress since
2009. As excessive central bank liquidity can become
destabilising, we see no more room for valuations to
expand as in the past. Inflation seems now to be a policy
choice, stemming from unrestrained government
deficits which support redistributive policies, in turn
inflating debts which must be reduced in real terms
with higher inflation. So, as excessive price pressures
are tackled by central banks, inflation, though
contained, should stabilize above pre-pandemic levels.
Real yields are expected to rise from overly depressed
levels, as growth is stimulated by persistent deficits
and green investments, posing a further challenge
to equities and bonds. While landing higher, they will
still linger on average in negative territory, as central
banks cap nominal yields to avoid disorderly effects on
the cost of debt. Last but not least, corporate margins
will most likely come under pressure as well, due to
the joint effects of less benign inflation dynamics, and
the larger role played by governments in the economy
leading to higher taxes and more regulation. In a
nutshell, the macroeconomic conditions in place in
the next decade seem to be more conducive to more
muted returns both for bonds and equities than to a
repeated stunning performance of the 60-40 portfolio.
EXHIBIT 6: ANNUALISED PERFORMANCE OF A US
60-40 PORTFOLIO (60% S&P500, 40% US 10-YEAR
BOND) UNDER DIFFERENT MACRO REGIMES

10-year nominal return

Inflation

Real GDP growth
< 2%

2% to 4%

> 4%

Avg.

< 2%

6.1%

8.5%

7.2%

7.5%

2% to
4%

5.1%

10.5%

7.4%

8.7%

> 4%

5.1%

8.7%

6.6%

7.9%

Avg.

5.7%

9.3%

7.2%

8.1%

The above concerns are borne out by a bit of numbercrunching. If the expected return on longer-dated
US bonds has improved since the last review of our
Long-Term Capital-Market Assumptions to 1.9%, on
account of the higher starting yield, the projected
gains of US equities have gone down to 4.1%, on
higher valuations. So, the projection for a 60-40
portfolio would be just above 3%, a far cry from the
longer historical average.
With the equity risk premium, a gauge of how much
equities should or not be preferred over bonds,
in the low single-digits still giving some comfort,
one solution to the 60-40 conundrum would be to
retain stocks and significantly reduce the allocation
to global treasuries. Clients are advised to look for
yield in the so-called ‘hybrid’ asset classes, sitting in
between pure equities and pure bonds and exhibiting
a bit of the features of both. High-yielding and EM
bonds, preferred securities, REITs, and to an extent
convertibles offer appealing yields, while exhibiting
mean-reverting features. A certain degree of meanreversion makes hybrids less risky than pure equities
in the longer run, as for hybrids periods of belowaverage returns tend to be followed by periods of
above-average returns more frequently than for
stocks. Considering the competitive expected returns
and diminishing volatilities on longer time frames
of HY credit, EM debt and REITS, offsetting poorer
treasury performance via income-generation can be
a winning strategy in the next decade (table 1).
Hedge funds should also be on the investors’ radar
screen. Swapping market risk for idiosyncratic risk
can add value when market direction is uncertain.
Macro- and long-short equity strategies are expected
to perform relatively well in a lower-return, highervolatility environment. The fortunes of gold as an
alternative asset on the other hand will be tied to
monetary cycles. With real rates bottoming there
could be diminished odds of long bull markets for
the yellow metal, unless money creation continues,
and central banks keep on suppressing yields to
accommodate rising government debt levels.
In summary, within the investable liquid universe,
clients should seek for income generation or venture
into alternative assets in order to partially replace
the no-longer-so-safe haven of global government
bonds.

Monthly rebalancing, data since 1900
Source: Goldman Sachs Investment Research, November 1st 2021
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EQUITY STRATEGY
THE YEAR AHEAD
> Expect equities to continue their 3 year upcycle but with lower returns and more volatility
> Slowing earnings growth after a record 2021 but still a robust +10% expected for 2022
> Changing regime: higher rates and inflation can affect profit margins
> Top 3 regions: US, India and UAE. Top 3 sectors: Financials, Healthcare and selectivity in Tech
EXHIBIT 7: EQUITY INDICES: CIO OFFICE 2022 ESTIMATES & YEAR END FAIR VALUES
REGION

US

EUROPE

JAPAN

UK

EM

CHINA

INDIA

GCC

S&P 500

MSCI Europe

Nikkei

FTSE

MSCI EM

MSCI CHINA

MSCI India

MSCI GCC

Index End 2021

4766

162

28792

7385

1232

84

2037

740

2021 Performance

27%

22%

5%

14%

-5%

-22%

27%

35%

Index

2022 Estimates
EPS Growth

10%

8%

10%

8%

10%

12%

20%

13%

Price/ Earnings

21.5

15.3

17.0

12.0

13.2

13.7

24.5

17.0

Fair Value

4950

167

31000

7800

1350

94

2350

810

Upside/ Downside

3.9%

3.3%

7.7%

5.6%

9.6%

11.5%

15.4%

9.4%

Add Dividend Yield

1.4%

3.0%

1.8%

3.9%

3.6%

2.2%

1.2%

3.8%

Expected Return

5.2%

6.3%

9.5%

9.6%

13.1%

13.7%

16.6%

13.2%

Source: Bloomberg, CIO Office, Dec 31 2021

Global stocks had a third year of double-digit gains
as easy monetary policy, fiscal stimulus and a quick
roll out of vaccines and boosters led to record
economic and earning growth. Developed Markets
(DM) had strong gains, the US led, with Europe close
behind. These highly vaccinated economies are more
resilient to slowdowns but have inflation pressures
fueled by the global supply-chain challenges, and
tightening monetary policy. Companies have so far
been able to pass on a rise in prices, with abundant
liquidity and as demand outpaces supply. Economic
data has been strong, along with corporate earnings.
Emerging Markets (EM) ended down for the year,
weighed down by a strengthening dollar and China’s
regulatory crackdown that targeted education and
tech. The UAE however saw +50% gains and India
+26%.
Economic and corporate earnings growth remains
solid and in 2022 we expect mid-single digit returns
24

from DM and low teen returns from EM. The more
muted gains will probably be accompanied by higher
volatility with opposing forces of the virus variant
spread countered by a world better equipped to
deal with it. Black swan events if any, could centre
around geopolitics. We would use any sell-off to add
to positions, and in the near term maintain a neutral
“wait and hold” stance. Within DM we continue to
prefer the US and within EM the UAE and India.
Our focus this year would be on corporate margins
with higher interest rates on the horizon and
inflationary pressures specially labor adding to input
costs. Post-peak conditions for EPS growth, breadth
and margins will likely weigh on market momentum
and create volatility. However, cyclical-earnings
leadership should hold through, indicative that the
longer-term case for stocks remains.
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EQUITY STRATEGY
THE YEAR AHEAD
EXHIBIT 8: MARKET HEALTH CHECKLIST: EQUITY OUTLOOK IS STILL WELL SUPPORTED
POSITIVE

NEUTRAL

NEGATIVE

EPS growth/ strong balance sheets

Operating margins

Virus Variants causing lockdowns

Vaccine rollout/boosters

Energy price rise

Inflation

Savings

Stimulus withdrawal

Supply chain disruption

High employment/ Demand

Tech regulations

Wage pressure

Cap EX/ buybacks

Monetary tightening-Higher yields

Service industry slowdown

DEVELOPED MARKETS: OVERWEIGHT THE US, NEUTRAL EUROPE WITH A RELATIVE UNDERWEIGHT TO JAPAN
The US: Long-term conviction on consistent US equity
performance, home to the world’s most profitable
tech and healthcare companies, though expect sector
rotation. The PE multiple is above average, remains
supported by a combination of less favorable but still not
adverse monetary policy and record earnings growth.
EPS growth was +45% in 2021 and is expected at +10%
in 2022. Margins remain healthy. Expect valuations
to remain elevated while earnings growth continues
to carry prices higher. For the S&P 500, our fair-value
estimate is 4950 for end 2022 with Fed stability and
inflation critical factors. Equities perform well into initial
Fed lift off as growth is still usually strong and a 5%
upside in 2022 is in sync with performance during the
start of previous tightening cycles.
Europe: Above-trend growth should support earnings,
but mobility restrictions are higher as virus variants
emerge affecting demand and the service sector. Many
food and energy companies offer good dividends and
are an attractive defensive play.
Japan: Expect corporate earnings to improve as Japan
reopens but hopes on the new administration boosting
growth are fading. Significant supply chain problems
persist.

Emerging Markets: Overweight the UAE and India,
tactically neutral on larger regions.
EM divergent in that ASEAN and LATAM countries have
a younger demographic profile than China.
The GCC: Higher oil prices are supporting activity and
government budgets while capital issuance is increasing
the breadth of the market. We maintain our successful
UAE overweight initiated in 2021.
India: Demand environment is conducive after gradual
unlocking of the economy however rising energy &
commodity prices could dent operating profitability.
Faster economic growth and an expanding middle class
along with digitization is ensuring rising consumerism,
as goods and services can reach a larger population.
Domestic focus is an advantage with global supply
chains affected by COVID bottlenecks.
China: Valuations are attractive but EPS growth has been
revised down. The MSCI China Index, our benchmark for
China, has a large allocation to ADRs and tech both of
which are a potential target of China regulators, hence
we remain neutral. Perspectives may be less risky on
onshore markets.

EXHIBIT 9: GROWTH LEADING GLOBAL EQUITY RETURNS BUT EXPECT ROTATION AS RATES RISE
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EQUITY STRATEGY
TRENDS AND THEMES
> 2022 is all about rising rates, yield and inflation; earnings, margins and valuation are key
> Financials a key beneficiary of higher rates and yields
> Growth sectors: will technology and healthcare survive higher yields?
> Opportunities through the ESG lens
2021 saw all global sectors gain with energy, tech
and financials leading, with growth as a factor
outperforming. Central banks are poised to raise
rates after a 2-year hiatus and are also removing easy
liquidity, which will impact corporate margins but
also valuation multiples. Financials should continue
to outperform as economic growth remains above
trend and as rising yields will support banks’ net
interest margins. Higher yields have a direct impact
on borrowing costs, but conversely, they benefit
banks, which can earn higher interest income. Along
with strong economic growth boosting demand for
loans and financial services, higher yields are a clear
tailwind for bank earnings.

OUR 2022 THEMES
Financials: Beneficiary of higher yields
Connectivity: The Technology Sector: Cyber
security, big data & AI, Cloud, 5G, digital payments
Healthcare: Big pharma – Cures, Gene Editing –
Vaccines, Telehealth, Wearables
ESG: Carbon emission reduction: EVs

EXHIBIT 10: FAAMG HAVE 50% HIGHER MARGINS THAN THE S&P 500 INDEX, THOUGH THE GAP IS REDUCING
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Q4 2022

Q4 2021

Q4 2020

Q4 2019

Q4 2018

Q4 2017

9.0

Q4 2016

10.5

10.6

Q4 2015

Q4 2013

10.0

10.6

Q4 2014

10.2

10

5

20.4

22.0

FAAMG

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence 1st Jan 2022, FAAMG = Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft and Alphabet (Google)
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EQUITY STRATEGY
TRENDS AND THEMES
EXHIBIT 11: S&P 500 NET PROFIT MARGIN VS FORWARD PRICE/EARNINGS BY SECTOR
40%
28.7

Net Proﬁt Margin

30%

28.5

24.9
19.5

19.5
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19.6

20%
11.6

11.1

10.5
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Services

Net Proﬁt Margin CY 21

S&P 500 Healthcare Industrials Energy Consumer
Disc

Net Proﬁt Margin CY 22

Consumer
Staples

Forward PE

Source: Factset 10 Dec 31, Bloomberg and CIO Office

With rising yields, the knee jerk reaction is growth
stocks selling off. But high growth tech stocks that have
dominance in their respective fields, Amazon in cloud
or Google in digital advertising, should perform in line
with their earnings growth and their high margins can
sustain rising input costs and rate hikes. Unprofitable
and highly valued tech companies are more susceptible
to be sold off. After 3 years of double digit returns for
global equities, MSCI ACWI gained 78%, with global
Tech +170%, we would be selective with a focus on
companies with high and steady margins as raw
material costs and wage pressure increase.
Technology and healthcare sub sectors which are
essential to industry and individuals are like utilities
and will perform based on their product and service
offerings sustainability. The biggest contributor to the
MSCI World and S&P 500 performance in the last decade
have been the high growth tech companies on account
of their exponentially rising profits and large market
cap. The 5 mega U.S. tech stocks contributed 33% to the
S&P 500’s gain in 2021 as their larger market cap made
their share price rises more impactful. However, we see
volatility ahead for these high growth names as yields
rise and their present value gets discounted. However,
connectivity/the cloud/big data analytics remain key
with work, study, shop, fitness and entertainment at
home trends are well established.
Healthcare spend continues to gain traction from
individuals and government with the pandemic in its
3rd year and a globally aging population. Fitness trends
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

are gaining, and health analytics and remote monitoring
are the norm. Samsung’s Galaxy watch can monitor
blood pressure and Apple’s smartwatch ECG. Scientific
advances in fields such as gene sequencing and artificial
intelligence (AI) make new modes of care possible.
E-pharmacies fulfil prescriptions, tele-medicine
platforms connect patients with physicians, and home
tests enable self-diagnosis, reducing the burden on
health care systems. Health care consumes 18% of GDP
in America, c$3.6trn a year, the share is lower in other
countries but rising as populations age. Big tech has
serious consumer-health ambitions. Alphabet, Amazon,
Apple, Meta and Microsoft collectively poured $3.6bn
into health-related devices and data deals last year,
according to The Economist.
It’s the complementarity of technology hardware with
software and AI in every industry that will continue to
drive returns across equity sectors. Technology will
broaden the surface area of complementarity—across
individuals, organizations, and systems— allowing for
ever more networked evolution. Technologies evolve
in interaction with each other and social, political and
economic institutions and ecology. ESG now overlays
most consumption and investment decisions, however
carbon emission reduction and climate change
initiatives cannot progress without technological
adoption. In a bid to net zero by countries, electric
vehicles are seeing an acceleration in design with
longer ranges, new models and traditional automakers
phasing out the combustion engine.
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EQUITY STRATEGY
UAE EQUITIES TO CONTINUE TRENDING HIGHER
> UAE capital market issuance will add breadth to the market
> Valuation and dividend yields more attractive for Dubai equities
> Stimulus measures support foreign investment, residency and tourism
alignment with international trading days is another
positive for inflows and trading volumes.

Economic reforms, easing of visa restrictions, new
listings and higher oil prices led to the Abu Dhabi
Index gaining +76% and Dubai Index +32% in 2021.
Banks and telecom stocks in Abu Dhabi and real estate
in Dubai led the rally with Etisalat up 98%, and FAB,
ADIB and Emaar Development printing 50%+ gains in
2021. Gains for real estate developers reflected the
pickup in off plan and secondary residential sales and
rental increases in the UAE and the global real estate
uptrend as people sought higher-end housing as a
result of pandemic lock downs. Dubai has become
a preferred destination for expats on account of its
remarkable handling of the pandemic with the strong
vaccination drive and record testing. The recent

Dubai stocks are at attractive valuations: the Dubai
index is at 11.1X forward earnings and 1.1 Price/
Book. Plenty of potential for rerating of price to
earnings multiples, currently at a deep discount to
emerging market and global peers, providing further
upside. For income seeking investors, the UAE banks
and telecom companies offer high and consistent
dividend pay-outs, amongst the highest in the world
in a stable currency. UAE companies with strong
cash flows, attractive dividend policies and growing
earnings remain outperformers.

EXHIBIT 12: THE UAE MARKETS REMAIN ATTRACTIVE; DUBAI BETTER VALUED
Index

CCY

Region

Level

TR YTD

TR 2021

Market
Cap
USD bn

Forward
P/E

Forward
P/B

Dividend
Yield

Daily Traded
Value 6 month
(Local mn)

DFMGI

AED

Dubai UAE

3,230

1.1%

32.1%

96

11.1

1.1

3.7%

327

ADSMI

AED

ABUDHABI
UAE

8,354

-1.6%

75.9%

400

16.9

2.1

2.8%

1,641

SASEIDX

SAR

KSA

11,665

3.4%

33.2%

2,723

18.2

2.5

2.7%

6,616

DSM

QAR

QATAR

12,027

3.4%

14.7%

164

12.8

1.8

4.0%

326

MSCI GCC

USD

GCC

758

2.4%

38.8%

2,988

12.0

2.2

3.3%

1,166

Source: Bloomberg as of 11 January 2022; TR= Total Return

The UAE IPO market in 2022
UAE equities have seen an increase in trading value
driven by new issuance. Abu Dhabi IPOs in 2021
had a strong average aftermarket return. Abu Dhabi
Ports is in the pipeline. The Dubai authorities are
now focused on improving market breadth and
liquidity with a market maker fund and an AED 1bn
fund to encourage technology companies to list on
the local bourse. There are also plans to list 10 statecontrolled entities including DEWA, SALIK, Tecom,
Empower, Dubai Duty Free, Jumeirah Group and
even potentially Emirates Airlines. Family-owned
28

businesses are being encouraged and the Al Habtoor/
Al Futtaim group could consider listing some of their
assets. Combined with increasing Foreign Ownership
Limits, this could increase the weight of the UAE in EM
indices and inflows from international investors. The
UAE currently has a 1.2% share in the MSCI EM index
with 9 members. The Dubai Index has 37 members
with a 43% bank and 29% real estate concentration.
The Abu Dhabi Index has 62 members with a 51%
bank concentration. These new listings in the utilities,
hospitality and logistics sector will provide much
needed diversification.
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

EQUITY STRATEGY
UAE EQUITIES TO CONTINUE TRENDING HIGHER
EXHIBIT 13: UAE EQUITIES ARE AN INDIRECT WAY TO BENEFIT FROM STRONGER OIL PRICES
limits and good results. Du and Etisalat, continue
to benefit from high data usage and the growth of
work from home, streaming and gaming all of which
need high speed data plans. Dividend yields remain
attractive.
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Whilst EM equities have no correlation to the rise in
oil prices, UAE and KSA equities provide a diversified
investment vehicle for profiting from oil rallies. As
oil prices have risen, the region sees a broad equity
uptick as the economic benefits flow down to industry
and consumer spend.
Our preferred UAE sector outlook: Banking,
Telecom and Real Estate preferred.

Many favourable macro indicators are at play:
The UAE economic growth should accelerate in
2022. The relaxation of travel restrictions in key
tourism markets including Europe, India, and the
KSA is supporting a strong recovery in the travel
and hospitality sectors in the UAE, while Expo 2020
is boosting numbers as well. The UAE Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI) is well in expansion territory.
Brent crude is expected to average USD 68/b in 2022
as per our inhouse estimates and the recent decision
by OPEC to increase production, implies government
higher revenues. The positive macro environment,
favourable oil price environment, the IPO pipeline
plus earning upgrades should continue to boost UAE
market performance.
LISTING GAINS IN 2021: ABU DHABI IPOS
Adnoc Drilling +48%
Fertiglobe +38%
Yahsat Satellite +0%

Real Estate: Residential, malls and hospitality have
performed well in 2021 and this should continue
into 2022. Increased dividend payout is the nearterm catalyst for further appreciation. Overlaying
UAE corporate culture is a focus on green initiatives
with the property code promoting green and efficient
buildings. Corporates Aldar and Emaar already have
excellent sustainability frameworks in place.
Banking: The USD peg and rising rates should support
an expansion in net interest margins. Gradual rate
hikes should not affect loan growth and would focus
on banks with larger CASA deposit mix. Loan growth
expectations are 7-9% in 2022 supported by the real
estate and consumer boom.
Telecom: The UAE with 50% 5G coverage is amongst
the most advanced globally in speed of connectivity
and download, which combines to outstanding
ground connectivity. Valuations are high as telecom
stocks rallied in 2021 on increased foreign ownership
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK
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FIXED INCOME STRATEGY
THE YEAR AHEAD
EXHIBIT 14: CIO OFFICE 2022 YEAR-END FAIR VALUE ESTIMATES
YEAR-END FAIR VALUE AND TOTAL RETURN ESTIMATES - 2022
CURRENT YIELD

CURRENT SPREAD

YIELD / SPREAD INITIAL
ESTIMATES

EXPECTED TOTAL RETURNS

US 10Y TREASURY BOND

1.51%

-

1.80%

-3% to -4%

GLOBAL INVESTMENT GRADE

1.75%

90

75 bps to 100 bps

-2.5% to -3%

GLOBAL HIGH YIELD

4.85%

381

375bps to 425bps

2% to 2.5%

EMERGING MARKETS DEBT
(USD)

4.31%

297

250bps to 300bps

1.5% to 2%

GCC Debt

2.78%

145

125bps to 175bps

0% to -1%

Source: CIO Office, Bloomberg Data as of 31st Dec 2021

Looking back, the Fed had taken up two key rate hike
cycles in the last 20 years. The first one happened
from June 2004 to June 2006 with a cumulative 425
basis points (bps) increase. Finally, the Fed hiked the
rates by 200 bps from Dec 2016 to Dec 2018. The only
quantitative tightening episode from October 2017
to August 2019 coincided with the second rate hike
cycle.
Underweight Government Bonds from Developed
Markets
In 2004, the US 10-year yields moved up by ~50 bps
before the first rate hike and fully retraced once the
hike started, described as a “conundrum”. In 2016
yields increased by ~100 bps before the rate hike
and retraced half of the increase in the following six
months. US Treasuries demand from foreigners, and
real money players will remain strong in 2022, while
the lower fiscal deficit would result in much lower
issuance. The impact of new Coronavirus variants on
market sentiments should not be underestimated.
These factors can keep a lid on the yields and could
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Markets are pricing in 4 rate hikes in 2022 from the
Fed, with the first happening around March 2022.
The December FOMC meeting minutes indicated that
the members favour balance sheet normalisation
(Quantitative Tightening - QT) after the first rate hike.
This could mean balance sheet run-off would be an
H1-2022 event. It makes sense given that the inflation
numbers and the latest employment data showcasing
tightness in the labor market meet the Central Bank’s
threshold for the Average Inflation Targeting regime.

EXHIBIT 15: HISTORICAL FED RATE HIKE AND QT
TIMELINES

FED Funds Target Rate in %

Background – Fast and Furious Fed

FED Funds Target Rate

Source: Bloomberg

repeat the “conundrum” that we had seen during the
2004-2006 cycle. However, we are cognizant that the
market might overshoot, and there is a chance that
the 10-year Treasury yields could cross the 2% mark
in Q1 2022 – we may see this as an opportunity.
Underweight Investment Grade (IG) Debt
The last time Quantitative Tightening (QT) happened,
the Bloomberg Barclays Credit Agg. Index spreads
widened from 92 bps at the start to touch a high of
143 bps in Dec 2018. The majority of this hike came
during Nov-Dec 2018, and post that; the spreads
came down as the markets priced in a FED dovish
pivot. We should be careful about the spreads during
the early phases of QT when there is still uncertainty.
But don’t think we will see a repeat of the last
spread widening due to solid macro fundamentals
supporting credit spreads this time. Moreover,
the market had anticipated that at some time,
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

FIXED INCOME STRATEGY
THE YEAR AHEAD
EXHIBIT 16: BEHAVIOUR OF OAS SPREADS DURING LAST QT CYCLE
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there would be normalisation of the Balance Sheet
expansion that happened post-Covid-19. However,
the longer duration and the yield increase should
result in a return of -2.5% to -3% this year.
Neutral High Yield (HY) Debt
High Yield spreads widened from 340 bps in Oct 2017
to reach a high of 541 bps in Dec 2018 before retracing
partially to 413 bps in July 2019. The valuations
remain similarly tight currently, with HY spreads
starting the year around the bottom quartile of their
historical range. There are apparent support factors
for the low spreads, such as low default rates, record
issuance in both 2020 and 2021, and the improved
balance sheet and debt maturity profiles for a large
swathe of high yield issuers. However, we would be
cautious of any segment that seems expensive at the
beginning of the year. We anticipate a return of 2%
with spreads trading in a range of 375-425 bps. If the
spreads cross 450 bps, we would think about going
overweight on the segment.
Overweight Emerging Market Debt Hard currency
debt

unlike other fixed-income segments. JPM Economic
activity surprises indices (EASI) showcase that releases
in Q4 2021 have given upside surprise across the EM,
indicating robust macro fundamentals. Moreover,
according to most analysts, inflation could peak in
H1 2022, releasing pressure on the EM Central Banks
to increase rates if energy prices remain stable,
which would support economic growth. Credit risk
continues to be low except for a few countries, such
as Sri Lanka. While we believe local currency debt
returns would be under pressure due to the hawkish
Fed, the hard currency debt returns could be in the
range of 1.5% - 2% this year as we expect spreads
to remain broadly stable and, in fact, compress for
some HY sovereigns such as Turkey and Egypt.
Neutral GCC Debt
GCC Debt understandably has a significant sensitivity
to oil price movements. The Option Adjusted Spreads
(OAS) tightened by c.25 bps in 2021 mainly due to the
improving outlook of Oman. With oil prices expected
to stay strong, we anticipate spreads to be more
range-bound in 2022. The US treasury yield change
will drive this year’s performance, and we expect a
flat to slightly negative return from the asset class.

Emerging Markets’ valuation remains reasonable,
hovering around the fifty percentile mark historically,
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK
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FIXED INCOME STRATEGY
CHINA – TIME TO LOOK AT LOCAL CURRENCY
EXHIBIT 17: NORMALISED SPREADS SHOW LOW CORRELATION WITH BROADER EM ASSETS
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China has a large and thriving onshore local currencydenominated bonds market with some exciting
characteristics that have pushed institutional investors
to apportion a part of their allocations to this asset class:
>	Chinese Treasuries amounting to $16 tn is the
second-largest treasury bond market after the US.
> China onshore IG Debt is the fastest-growing IG
market globally, with a CAGR of 16% in the last five
years.
> More than half of bonds yielding > 2.5% are from
China currently.
> Onshore China bonds offer an opportunity for
diversification due to their low correlation with other
assets.
> China onshore default rates remain low (below 2%)
even in 2021.
The only concerns for investors are liquidity, and
currency risk. While liquidity, as demonstrated by
secondary market transactions over the volume of
total issuance, remains low at around 2.2x compared
to 14x for US Treasuries, the increasing institutional
interest should help. Beijing remains keen to boost
the internationalisation of the RMB and should try to
keep its currency stable against the dollar. Last year the
Bloomberg Barclays China Agg hedged index returned
2.57% compared to -1.8% by broader EM Hard currency
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debt in 2021. We believe China’s onshore IG Debt should
start to be considered as part of the asset allocation of
all fixed-income investors.
Meanwhile, China offshore HY remains under pressure
with elevated tail risk priced in. China’s annual Central
Economic Work Conference confirmed a policy shift to
stabilise the economy. While we don’t expect a sharp
U-turn in the current policy backdrop, there are already
some minor policy pivots that would support economic
growth and subsequent recovery in the beleaguered
property sector. PBOC cut RRR by 50 bps in December,
and Chinese credit impulse could bottom out. According
to recent reports, provincial governments are stepping
in to encourage M&A discussions between developers.
Banks have accelerated mortgage disbursals in Q4
2021, which should positively affect property sales and
infuse the developers with much-needed cash. China’s
top state-owned developers have total assets of more
than $1 tn that they can use to take on more debt and
to buy assets from distressed competitors. In addition,
the banks have been told to increase real estate lending
along with the introduction of a new rule: borrowing
by major property firms used to fund mergers and
acquisitions will no longer be counted toward the “three
red lines.” All these measures should subsequently
alleviate the cash crunch. We believe we should see the
Asia HY spreads end the year around 800 bps resulting
in a high single-digit total return for investors with a
caveat of extreme volatility in the short term.
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FIXED INCOME STRATEGY
ESG - A BREAKOUT YEAR
EXHIBIT 18: FIXED INCOME: SLBs GAIN GROUND OVER GREEN BONDS
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2021 was a year of pain for fixed-income investors.
However, it was a breakout year for global ESG
issuance. According to the latest report by Bond
Radar, 2021 shattered 2020’s records for ESG new
issue activity (green, social and sustainability bonds)
in the USD and EUR markets for both IG and HYrated issuers with a total size of $815bn vs $462bn
in 2020. Western Europe has unequivocally led the
world in sustainable finance, home to almost 60%
of the world’s ESG bonds. With only $91 bn, the US
trails behind, as this represents just over 6% of US
total issuance last year. Moreover, a broader mix of
sectors drove the activity. In EUR HY, for example,
Metals & Mining, Consumer Products, and Chemicals
issued ESG debt for the first time. And in USD, HY,
Autos, Telecom, and Chemicals were new joiners to
the ESG primary market.
EM markets have had a spectacular year issuing
$155bn in ESG bonds, over $100bn more than last
year. Asian markets dominated the sector with
$77bn, followed by Latin America. Many analysts
have pointed out that emerging market issuers are
carefully assessing the benefits of ESG issuance
– namely, accessing a larger pool of investors.
It was estimated that new ESG programs were
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

being prepared for EM government agencies and
corporates for 2022 and could double last year’s total
size once again.
There are teething troubles that need to be solved
for broader acceptance. The availability of data and
its quality and comparability remain an issue in the
sustainable finance space leading to the allegation
of “Greenwashing.” As institutes such as IFRS step
into this sphere, we expect better control and
accountability.
There are also worries about “Greenflation,” as the
focus on green energy sources leads to persistent
underinvestment in traditional fossil fuels resulting
in higher energy prices during the transition period.
However, strong demand from investors will continue
to generate robust supply, and we believe the pattern
will persist. In addition to appetite from investors, we
also anticipate a tailwind from policymakers, such as
the ECB, which recently reiterated its focus on climate
change. As a result, we expect climate to remain the
top ESG issue for investors, especially after countries
reaffirmed their commitment to the Paris Agreement
at COP 26.
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OIL OUTLOOK
A YEAR OF NORMALISATION
Oil markets look set for a far more balanced year
in 2022 after two years of wide swings between
surpluses and deficits. Both supply and demand
conditions are normalising after enduring substantial
disruption caused by the emergence of the Covid-19
pandemic in 2020 and subsequent reopening of the
economy in 2021; both are likely to get back to preCovid levels by the end of the year.
The critical variable for oil this year will be the
resilience of demand to exogenous shocks, like the
still prevalent Covid-19 pandemic. After surging in
2021 by around +5.4m b/d, oil demand growth will
slow to +3.4m b/d this year according to projections
from the IEA. While demand growth is set to slow this
year from the recovery-oriented boost from 2021, it

will still allow oil demand to break back above the
talismanic level of 100m b/d in H2 2022, recapturing
levels last seen toward the end of 2019. Broken down
by region, demand growth looks evenly split between
developed and emerging markets but within those
regions some stark divergences are evident. In
developed markets, North America—mainly the US—
will account for the bulk of demand growth as OECD
European and Asian demand decelerates to prepandemic levels of minimal growth. For emerging
markets, Asia accounts for the bulk of demand
growth. China’s oil demand growth is set to slow,
but remain positive, and be driven largely by nontransport related fuels while in India the recovery in
mobility will see an acceleration in demand growth
in 2022.
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The threat of new variants of Covid-19, like the current
wave of Omicron, represent a risk to oil demand
growth, stunting the pending recovery in jet fuel in
particular. Initial data seems to support the view that
Omicron is less virulent than other variants of Covid19 and thus the impact to growth, and oil demand,
should be lower. But the throttling of demand will be
linked to individual economies’ ability to absorb high
virus case loads in their health systems, particularly
in markets that have lower vaccination levels. High
case numbers, even with a less dangerous variant of
38

the virus, still could threaten to overwhelm hospitals
and will likely mean governments keep some form of
restrictions – whether on travel, full scale reopening
of economic activity or social distancing – in place for
at least H1 2022. With emerging Asian economies set
to represent around 40% of total demand growth
this year, tracking vaccine deployment across the
region will be critical in assessing the resilience of oil
demand to spreading virus case numbers.
On the supply side of the market, 2022 should be all
about growth. OPEC+ is continuing to add barrels
2022 GLOBAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

OIL OUTLOOK
A YEAR OF NORMALISATION
back to the market, in line with its agreement from July
2021 to add 400k b/d per month, and will return all of
the production it took offline during the peak of the
pandemic likely by the middle of the year. That said,
the producers’ bloc may not fully hit its production
targets each month. Many members are struggling to
hit the higher targets they have been allocated and
there has been no statement from OPEC+ collectively
that any production shortfall by members that fail to
hit targets will be “made up” by producers with more
flexibility or spare capacity. Core producers like Saudi
Arabia and the UAE, however, are on track for strong
gains in oil production in 2022 provided that OPEC+
sticks to its plan.
Outside of the producers’ bloc though production
is still widely expected to push higher. In the US, oil
production ended 2021 just shy of 12m b/d, nearly
a 1m b/d increase on where it ended 2020. To be
certain, US oil production is a shade of the more than
13m b/d it reached prior to Covid-19 hitting markets
in early 2020 but the trajectory is still for production
to increase. With a WTI futures curve at more than
USD 70/b until the end of 2022 and prices still high
going in to 2023, US oil producers should be able
to generate solid levels of free cashflow this year

and allow for investment into new capacity. The oil
focused drilling rig count in the US has continued to
march higher since hitting a trough in mid 2020 as
price levels attract investment.
Inventories have also normalised after blowing out
widely in 2020. We estimate that OECD commercial
stockpiles ended 2021 at around 61 days’ worth of
demand, much more in line with long-run averages
than the near 80 days hit in early 2020. Overall we
expect a moderate oil market surplus in 2022 with
stockpiles starting to increase more substantially by
Q4. But compared with the experience of the last few
years, stockpiles look to be on a much more neutral
footing.
Our expectation for oil prices in 2022 is not too far off
levels hit in 2021. We expect to see Brent futures at
an average of around USD 68/b compared with USD
71/b hit in 2021 and for WTI at an average of USD
67/b compared with USD 69/b. Should demand prove
far more resilient to the risk posed by the persistent
Covid-19 pandemic then there is scope for much
more upside in oil prices, tempered by the ability of
some producers to return production much more
quickly.
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GLOBAL REAL ESTATE OUTLOOK
COOLING MARKETS
> Strong recovery of global real estate in 2021
> Performance driven by demand for premium yield and recovery in rental prospects
> Industry was the best performing sector due to supply chain reform and e-commerce growth
> 2022 to pick up where 2021 left off, although some moderation anticipated in later periods as risk
premium decreases
EXHIBIT 19: GLOBAL LISTED REAL ESTATE ANNUAL RETURNS 2008-2021
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2021 Review
There was a stronger than anticipated recovery in
global real estate over the course of 2021. Listed
property achieved a total return of 27.2%, one of the
best years on record and outperforming most other
asset classes over a turbulent period. This higher
performance was driven by investors’ preference
for the premium yields still available from the
asset class, inflationary tailwinds and a rebound in
occupier conditions (and therefore rental prospects)
as COVID-19 lockdown restrictions lifted and the
global economy improved.
40

There is no shortage of demand for core, incomeproducing real estate and investment activity for
direct assets has also exhibited strong numbers with
worldwide transaction volumes rebounding 50%
from their low point in 2020 to USD 757bn1. Limited
supply and intense competition have led to consistent
downward pressure on yields in core locations and
caused frustrated buyers to head into higher risk
assets in order to achieve their target levels of yield.
Data as at Nov-21. Source: JLL, 2021
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GLOBAL REAL ESTATE OUTLOOK
COOLING MARKETS
EXHIBIT 20: GLOBAL LISTED REAL ESTATE – MAIN SECTOR PERFORMANCE 2021
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Winners and Losers
The industrial sector was the principal winner again in
2021 due to the ongoing growth of e-commerce and
supply chain reform. The latter has taken on more
importance this year due to disruption caused by the
COVID-19 and unique events such as the blockage of
the Suez Canal in March. The pandemic has highlighted
the need for firms to be better prepared for unforeseen
events and spikes in customer demand. This has led to
intense occupier demand for industrial property. At the
same time, there is record low supply of available assets
in many markets which has fueled robust rental growth
at a time when other sectors are struggling, a key factor
in the industrial sector’s success.
Surprisingly, retail was the second-best performing part
of the market last year. Although physical shops have
struggled to compete with online retailers over the past
few years, the sector has recovered from a low base and
tenants have benefited from high household savings
and pent-up demand leading to a rebound in consumer
spending following easing of lockdown restrictions.
Offices have been the noticeable laggard. Although the
doomsday scenario of a structural decline in office use
due to a widespread take-up of working from home has
not materialised (and is unlikely to do so in our opinion),
there is still a weak rental growth scenario for coming
periods and the sector has underperformed its peers as
a result.
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Given the strength of the industrial sector and the
uncertain outlook for offices and retail, many investors
have turned to alternative property such as healthcare
and forms of housing for more stable and predictable
returns. These areas benefit from more long-term
structural demand drivers linked to demographics and
government policy initiatives.
Alternatives in Focus
Little has changed from a real estate perspective since
the end of last year, and we anticipate ‘more of the same’
for the first period of 2022: strong returns and robust
investment activity with industrial continuing to lead
the market. However, a key feature of the recovery over
the past year and a half has been an aggressive drop in
property yields under the weight of abundant capital
chasing a limited supply of assets.
As a result, there will likely be some moderation on
activity (and therefore returns) in the latter part of the
year due to a reduced risk premium and the narrowing
spread of property yields over comparable bonds in a
rising interest rate environment. Another consequence
of the currently crowded market is that we will almost
certainly see a greater breadth of investment into more
alternative properties this year, such as data centers and
life science offices.
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UK OUTLOOK
A STRENGTHENING RECOVERY SHOULD SUPPORT
UK ASSETS
> Bank of England begins tightening monetary policy against strong economic backdrop
> UK consumers maintain high levels of disposable income
> British business investment set to fuel the real economy
> UK equities appear attractively priced in current environment
Year-end surprises
Despite the risks posed by rising Covid cases across
the UK, the Bank of England (BoE) signaled a change
in stance during their last meeting of 2021 and instead
plotted a new course towards tighter monetary policy.
This announcement surprised markets. With a new
and more infectious wave of Covid seizing the nation,
expectations were firmly set for another month of
near-zero interest rates. Instead, the first step towards
unwinding the BoE’s super-accommodative stance
was taken. The UK Base rate rose from 0.10% to 0.25%
and the quantitative-easing program that had pumped
GBP400bn into the economy was ended. Nevertheless,
the UK economy remains on a stable footing and the
move has been facilitated by a strengthening recovery
that provides investors with a reason to be positive
over the next 12 months.
The BoE’s predicament
Despite inflation is at its highest level for 30 years, the
BoE has until now been reluctant to react. Many of the

price increases have been caused by transitory factors
outside of the central bank’s control, such as rising
energy costs, supply-chain backlogs and rebounding
commodity prices. As these cannot be easily influenced
by changes to interest rates, the bank had preferred to
adopt a wait-and-see approach, thus allowing time for
these factors to ease naturally.
However, with the economy still in recovery mode, the
growing prospect of more persistent inflation could
no longer be ignored. Labour supply in the UK is tight
with job vacancies at their highest on record. Even
the end of the Government’s job protection scheme
(known as “furlough”) has done little to derail the
jobs market and the rate of unemployment stands at
4.2% approaching the all-time lows seen before the
pandemic. This creates the prospect of a bidding war
between wages and prices, especially within industries
hit hardest by the current labor shortages. In lifting
rates, the BoE has signaled its intent to ensure that
inflation expectations remain anchored and begins
to gently apply the brakes to areas of the economy
experiencing unsustainable levels of growth.

Record job vacancies, but few unemployed workers
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UK OUTLOOK
A STRENGTHENING RECOVERY SHOULD SUPPORT
UK ASSETS
Positive signs for the UK economy
Although a tightening monetary policy has the
potential to impact asset prices, we do see reason to
remain optimistic about the UK economy. The BoE
is likely to proceed with caution to avoid cutting the
legs off the recovery. It would be a surprise to see
more than three interest rate rises over the course
of the year and so yields will remain low by historical
standards. There is also a growing sense that the
effectiveness of monetary policy has substantially
diminished after 18 months at full throttle.
Instead, an enduring recovery will be driven by
domestic consumption and increasing levels of
capital expenditure by British businesses. In this,
there are encouraging signs. UK households saw
their incomes protected via furlough throughout
the pandemic and there was little spending due to
persistent government restrictions. Consequently,
consumers enter the year in a strong financial
position and with plenty of pent-up demand after
successive lockdowns and constrained supply. This
should boost spending later this year as the impacts
of the Omicron variant fade in the summer months.

Additionally, businesses remain in good shape.
Supportive credit conditions have resulted in record
accumulations of cash stockpiled on corporate
balance sheets. The Government’s ‘super-deduction
scheme’, announced last year, offers considerable
tax breaks to businesses that use their excess
cash to invest in their plants and machinery. This
scheme expires in 2023 and so will encourage capital
expenditure to be brought forward, providing a boost
to the real economy this year.
Attractive equity valuations
In the years that followed 2016’s Brexit vote, UK asset
valuations have lagged their international peers. An
uncertain political environment has discouraged
investors, constraining capital inflows. Now, having
spent the past 2 years underpinned by policy support,
the British economy is on a path of resurgence. GDP
is forecast to grow 4.7%2 through 2022, outpacing
other developed markets and the broader global
performance. Based on this, current UK equity prices
appear attractive and, although the normalisation of
monetary policy presents challenges, these come at
a time of strength amongst consumers and growing
optimism in the business community.

Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, January 2022
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FIVE KEY RISKS TO OUR SCENARIO
Absolute certainty doesn’t exist in the investment world (or it’s usually illegal). It is especially true in a transition
year like 2022. Expected returns on our central scenario are positive but modest, while the probability of markets
considering alternative ones is as high as ever. One of the five risks below, or another we haven’t identified, will
probably generate serious turbulence at some point this year.

A SEVERE COVID FOR EVER
No one can affirm that Omicron is the last variant and that vaccines will keep on showing a
positive risk/benefit balance. We do not expect Covid-19 to disappear but to weaken, and
humanity to live with it like we do with many other diseases. It we are wrong, repeated severe
waves will harm lives, saturate hospitals and crush economies. Risk assets and vulnerable
economic actors will be devastated, until eventually science finds a solution. Gold may be the
only resilient asset in this very dark scenario.

A MONETARY POLICY MISCALCULATION
The Federal Reserve hasn’t been as hawkish, and inflation hasn’t been as high, in decades. Turning
off the tap of magic money is unquestionably justified, but it’s a delicate exercise: on one hand, high
inflation is an economic poison, and central banks need to reconstitute options for the future. On
the other, higher interest rates affect solvency, budget deficits, equity multiples, currencies, you
name it. Markets could be quick at pricing the worse, should they lose trust in central banks. Bonds
would be no shelter: high interest rates could actually raise the risk of a financial crisis for highly
indebted issuers. Stocks would obviously suffer, with lower multiples applied to lower expected
earnings. Rock-solid currencies like gold or the Swiss franc could resist. Cash would be king: who
wouldn’t like to be able to jump in and secure a comfortable yield on a safe, long duration bond?

A SELF-FULFILLING MARKET CRASH
History is full of unexpected crashes, triggered by an apparently modest event hitting a too
optimistic positioning. Indeed, optimism is worryingly consensual. Stock markets could, should,
will lose -10% brutally at some point in 2022. We just don’t know when. We could envisage
technological catalysts: a large scale cyberattack? Panic selling to cover losses from a crypto
crash? Or a selloff of tech giants, squeezed between tighter regulations and the disruptions from
the decentralized Web 3.0? We would consider buying any undiscerning, sentiment-driven crash.

GEOPOLITICS AND SOCIAL UNREST
The UAE is an oasis of peace and tolerance, which unfortunately is an exception. The superpowers
face-off is more aggressive than ever, with Taiwan a potential detonator. Inflation exacerbates
tensions between regions around energy, food and resources in general. Geopolitical finesse is
rare, and we may be one provocation away from a heated escalation. And it’s not just between
countries. Populations are dangerously angry: tired of Covid-19 restrictions, upset by inequalities,
impoverished by inflation and as anxious as ever about the future. Action could turn wild in the
ballot boxes or even in the streets. Risk assets are usually slow to react, but once they do, they tend
to discount the worse. Depending on the real economic impact, this can be a buying opportunity.

ANOTHER MELT-UP?
Risks are not only negative. Stocks from developed markets did better in 2022 than we were
expecting. We should not exclude the possibility of optimism to turn into exuberance. Given the
current valuation levels, this is highly unlikely in developed markets and would definitely be a
great opportunity to sell and wait for a crash to come back.
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DISCLAIMER
RELIANCE
Emirates NBD Bank PJSC (“Emirates NBD”) uses reasonable
efforts to obtain information from sources which it believes to
be reliable, however, Emirates NBD makes no representation
that the information or opinions contained in this publication are
accurate, reliable or complete and should not be relied on as such
or acted upon without further verification. Opinions, estimates
and expressions of judgement are those of the writer and are
subject to change without notice. Emirates NBD accepts no
responsibility whatsoever for any loss or damage caused by any
act or omission taken as a result of the information contained in
this publication. Data/information provided herein are intended
to serve for illustrative purposes and are not designed to initiate
or conclude any transaction. In addition this publication is
prepared as of a particular date and time and will not reflect
subsequent changes in the market or changes in any other
factors relevant to the determination of whether a particular
investment activity is advisable. This publication may include
data/information taken from stock exchanges and other sources
from around the world and Emirates NBD does not guarantee
the sequence, accuracy, completeness, or timeliness provided
thereto by unaffiliated third parties. Moreover, the provision of
certain data/information in this publication is subject to the terms
and conditions of other agreements to which Emirates NBD is
a party. Anyone proposing to rely on or use the information
contained in this publication should independently verify and
check the accuracy, completeness, reliability and suitability of the
information and should obtain independent and specific advice
from appropriate professionals or experts. Further, references
to any financial instrument or investment product are not
intended to imply that an actual trading market exists for such
instrument or product. The information and opinions contained
in Emirates NBD publications are provided for personal use and
informational purposes only and are subject to change without
notice. The material and information found in this publication
are for general circulation only and have not been prepared with
any regard to the objectives, financial situation and particular
needs of any specific person, wherever situated.
CONFIDENTIALITY
This publication is provided to you upon request on a
confidential basis for informational purposes only and is not
intended for trading purposes or to be passed on or disclosed
to any other person and/or to any jurisdiction that would
render the distribution illegal. The investor may not offer any
part of this publication for sale or distribute it over any medium
including but not limited to over-the-air television or radio
broadcast, a computer network or hyperlink framing on the
internet without the prior written consent of Emirates NBD or
construct a database of any kind.
SOLICITATION
None of the content in this publication constitutes a solicitation,
offer, opinion, or recommendation by Emirates NBD to buy
or sell any security, or to provide legal, tax, accounting, or
investment advice or services regarding the profitability or
suitability of any security or investment and further does not
provide any fiduciary or financial advice.
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THIRD PARTY
The security or investment described in this publication may
not be eligible for sale or subscription to certain categories
of investors. This publication is not intended for use by, or
distribution to, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or
country where such use or distribution would be contrary
to law or regulation. It is the responsibility of any person in
possession of this publication to investigate and observe all
applicable laws and regulations of the relevant jurisdiction.
This publication may not be conveyed to or used by a third
party without the express consent of Emirates NBD. The
investor may not use the data in this publication in any way to
improve the quality of any data sold or contributed to by the
investor to any third party.
LIABILITY
Anything to the contrary herein set forth notwithstanding,
Emirates NBD, its suppliers, agents, directors, officers, employees,
representatives, successors, assigns, affiliates or subsidiaries
shall not, directly or indirectly, be liable, in any way, to you or any
other person for any: (a) inaccuracies or errors in or omissions
from the this publication including, but not limited to, quotes
and financial data; or (b) loss or damage arising from the use
of this publication, including, but not limited to any investment
decision occasioned thereby. Under no circumstances,
including but not limited to negligence, shall Emirates NBD, its
suppliers, agents, directors, officers, employees, representatives,
successors, assigns, affiliates or subsidiaries be liable to you
for direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, special, punitive,
or exemplary damages even if Emirates NBD has been advised
specifically of the possibility of such damages, arising from
the use of this publication, including but not limited to, loss of
revenue, opportunity, or anticipated profits or lost business. This
publication does not provide individually tailored investment
advice and is prepared without regard to the individual
financial circumstances and objectives of person who receive
it. The appropriateness of an investment activity or strategy will
depend on the person’s individual circumstances and objectives
and these activities may not be suitable for all persons. In
addition, before entering into any transaction, the risks should
be fully understood and a determination made as to whether
a transaction is appropriate given the person’s investment
objectives, financial and operational resources, experiences
and other relevant circumstances. The obligations relating to a
particular transaction (and contractual relationship) including,
without limitation, the nature and extent of their exposure to
risk should be known as well as any regulatory requirements and
restrictions applicable thereto.
FORWARD LOOKING
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future
performance and should not be seen as an indication of future
performance of any investment activity. The information
contained in this publication does not purport to contain all
matters relevant to any particular investment or financial
instrument and all statements as to future matters are not
guaranteed to be accurate. Certain matters in this publication
about the future performance of Emirates NBD or members
of its group (the Group), including without limitation, future
revenues, earnings, strategies, prospects and all other
statements that are not purely historical, constitute “forward-
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looking statements”. Such forward-looking statements are
based on current expectations or beliefs, as well as assumptions
about future events, made from information currently
available. Forward-looking statements often use words such as
“anticipate”, “target”, “expect”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, “goal”,
“seek”, “believe”, “will”, “may”, “should”, “would”, “could” or other
words of similar meaning. Undue reliance should not be placed
on any such statements in making an investment decision, as
forward-looking statements, by their nature, are subject to
known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause
actual results, as well as the Group’s plans and objectives,
to differ materially from those expressed or implied in the
forward-looking statements. Estimates of future performance
are based on assumptions that may not be realised.
RISK
Data included in this publication may rely on models that do
not reflect or take into account all potentially significant factors
such as market risk, liquidity risk, and credit risk. Emirates
NBD may use different models, make valuation adjustments,
or use different methodologies when determining prices at
which Emirates NBD is willing to trade financial instruments
and/or when valuing its own inventory positions for its books
and records.
The use of this publication is at the sole risk of the investor and
this publication and anything contained herein, is provided
“as is” and “as available.” Emirates NBD makes no warranty of
any kind, express or implied, as to this publication, including,
but not limited to, merchantability, non-infringement, title, or
fitness for a particular purpose or use.
Investment in financial instruments involves risks and returns
may vary. The value of and income from your investments may
vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange
rates, prices and other factors and there is the possibility that
you may lose the principle amount invested.. Before making
an investment, investors should consult their advisers on
the legal, regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial and
accounting implications of the investment.
In receiving this publication, the investor acknowledges it is
fully aware that there are risks associated with investment
activities. Moreover, the responsibility to obtain and carefully
read and understand the content of documents relating to any
investment activity described in this publication and to seek
separate, independent financial advice if required to assess
whether a particular investment activity described herein is
suitable, lies exclusively with the investor.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
This publication has been developed, compiled, prepared,
revised, selected, and arranged by Emirates NBD and others
(including certain other information sources) through the
application of methods and standards of judgement developed
and applied through the expenditure of substantial time, effort,
and money and constitutes valuable intellectual property of
Emirates NBD and such others.
All present and future rights in and to trade secrets, patents,
copyrights, trademarks, service marks, know-how, and
other proprietary rights of any type under the laws of any
governmental authority, domestic or foreign, shall, as between
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the investor and Emirates NBD, at all times be and remain the
sole and exclusive property of Emirates NBD and/or other
lawful parties. Except as specifically permitted in writing, the
investor may not copy or make any use of the content of
this publication or any portion thereof. Except as specifically
permitted in writing, the investor shall not use the intellectual
property rights connected with this publication, or the names
of any individual participant in, or contributor to, the content
of this publication, or any variations or derivatives thereof, for
any purpose.
This publication is intended solely for non-commercial use
and benefit, and not for resale or other transfer or disposition
to, or use by or for the benefit of, any other person or entity.
By accepting this publication, the investor agrees not to
use, transfer, distribute, copy, reproduce, publish, display,
modify, create, or dispose of any information contained in
this publication in any manner that could compete with the
business interests of Emirates NBD. Furthermore, the investor
may not use any of the trademarks, trade names, service marks,
copyrights, or logos of Emirates NBD or its subsidiaries in any
manner which creates the impression that such items belong
to or are associated with the investor or, except as otherwise
provided with Emirates NBD, prior written consent. The investor
has no ownership rights in and to any of such items.
Emirates NBD is licensed and regulated by the UAE Central Bank.
UNITED KINGDOM
This publication was prepared by Emirates NBD Bank PJSC in
the United Arab Emirates. It has been issued and approved for
distribution to clients by the London branch of Emirates NBD
Bank PJSC which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) and the Prudential Regulation Authority in the UK. Some
investments and services are not available to clients of the
London Branch. Any services provided by Emirates NBD Bank
PJSC outside the UK will not be regulated by the FCA and you
will not receive all the protections afforded to retail customers
under the FCA regime, such as the Financial Ombudsman
Service and the Financial Services Compensation Scheme.
Changes in foreign exchange rates may affect any of the
returns or income set out within this publication.
SINGAPORE
This publication was prepared by Emirates NBD Bank PJSC in
the United Arab Emirates. It has been issued and approved
for distribution to clients by the Singapore branch of Emirates
NBD Bank PJSC which is licensed by the Monetary Authority
of Singapore (MAS) and subject to applicable laws (including
the Financial Advisers Act (FAA) and the Securities and Futures
Act (SFA). Any services provided by Emirates NBD Bank PJSC
outside Singapore will not be regulated by the MAS or subject
to the provisions of the FAA and/or SFA, and you will not receive
all the protections afforded to retail customers under the FAA
and/or SFA. Changes in foreign exchange rates may affect any
of the returns or income set out within this publication. Please
contact your Relationship Manager for further details or for
clarification of the contents, where appropriate.
For contact information, please visit www.emiratesnbd.com
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